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Roth IRAs: So you
want to have cash
when you retire?

Beesball gets graded

Not a bird, not a plane... a coaster?

The Technique’s Al Przygocki talks to head
coach Danny Hall to find out how your
Yellow Jackets are measuring up. Page 33

Superman opens at Six Flags, and this roller coaster is so
crazy and dangerous, they wouldn’t let our photographers
take their cameras with them on board. Page 23

Recruiting the next class of Jackets
Programs such as Connect With Tech, A Day
in the Life, and campus tours seek to attract
the best and the brightest to Tech. Do they
provide an accurate view of the experience?

By Jennifer Lee
Contributing Writer
“A what?”
That’s the response of most people when
asked if they know what a Roth IRA is.
“Isn’t that where you invest $2000, and
then when you’re 60, it’s grown to $200,000?”
asks Kelli Lewis, an Architecture freshman.
Actually, Lewis’ answer is not far off the
base. A Roth IRA works much the same way as
a traditional IRA, where you invest money in a
fund and your investment gains interest. However, with a traditional
IRA, investors can’t
Roth IRAs are touch that money
until they are 59 and
ideal for high
a half, or else they have
to pay tax, as well as a
school and
penalty, on the moncollege
ey withdrawn. Also,
there are income limits
students who
this type of fund,
are making less on
as well as a yearly contribution maximum
than $4,400
of $3,000.
annually.
Unlike a traditional IRA, with a
Roth IRA, the gains
are not taxed.
So, if you have $500,000 in your Roth IRA
when you’re 60, none of that is taxed, and you
take home the entire sum.
The numbers are pretty impressive. For
example, $2,000 invested today and left to
compound for 50 years grows to $235,000
tax-free, assuming an average annual return of
10 percent.
And if you invested $2,000 every year for
three years, and you left that money untouched
for 50 years, it would grow to $642,000—taxfree.
Roth IRAs are ideal for high school and
college students who are making less than $4,400
annually, because those who earn less than
that amount aren’t required to pay income tax
(unless they have a significant amount of unearned income from dividends and interest).
This situation is the case for most students
who have summer or part-time jobs and even
for students who are interning or co-oping
and want to start thinking about their longterm financial futures..
“I went to the bank and opened it myself;
however, my dad encouraged it. I’d been hearing about how I should do it for years, but I
never had a job before. I started mine for the
2000 fiscal year,” said Michael Dorsher, a
freshman in management who has a Roth
IRA.
See Investing, page 21
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By Madhu Adiga
Focus Staff
Rare are the times that a Connect
With Tech or campus tour group
can walk through campus without
at least one or two students screaming, “For the love of God, don’t
come here! Run while you can!”
What kind of an image
of Georgia Tech do prospective students get after leaving
here?
“We don’t try to sugarcoat Tech, but we do give students
all the information they can get
and sell Tech with the facts,” said
Carol Heller, director of the Connect With Tech program.

FFacesAat Georgia
C ETechS
- Profile on Chris Healy -

1975, Uchida decided to charter the
U.S. headquarters in Atlanta, and it
is currently in Norcross.
By the time Chris Healy had moved
In 1964, Seiken Shukumine created Taido, a martial art that applied to Atlanta from New York, the school
scientific methodology and traditional had been open for over 15 years.
“When we
values to revolumoved to Georgia,
tionize the martial
my father told me
arts world.
Fossett and Healy
that I couldn’t just
Shukumine inonly have one motto
sit around the
cluded three-dihouse. There was
mensional
for their students to
a karate school
movements, comfollow: “Don’t die. If
down the street,
bination of defense
and I just kinda
and counter-atyou die, you will no
started it because
tacks, but most imlonger be allowed to
of my father,” said
p o r t a n t l y
Healy.
emphasized the
practice with us.”
Healy was
practitioner’s relatwelve at the time,
tionship with soand that was ten
ciety.
Mits Uchida brought Taido to the years ago. He competed in his first
U.S. in 1970. Uchida traveled the world competition in Atlanta in 1996.
country as a student, while he made By the time he was fifteen, he was
up his mind on where to build the
United States Taido Association. In See Faces, page 19

By Kimberly Rieck
Focus Staff

Gay students spend day without speaking
By Narendhra Seshadri
Contributing Writer
April 10 might have been an
ordinary for many people
throughout the nation, but it
was a very touching day for the
people of Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GALA) and other organizations with similar purposes.
This day signified the unity of
gays around the country and promoted homosexual wellness and
tolerance.
On campus, The Gay And
Lesbian Alliance initiated a movement about a week ago to promote a better understanding of

gay-rights issues.
This nationwide event, also
known as the “Day of Silence,”
started out in 1996 when Maria
Pulzetti a student at the University of Virginia, wrote a paper about “nonviolent protests.”
The Day of Silence is a national
student-led event that aims to
promote awareness, and equality.
The purpose of the event is
to “make people aware of the
racial prejudices against gays”
said one student. The “silence”
is a reflection of what “we face
everyday and the voices we don’t
hear because some people are

shy to confront their new way of
life.” Part of the event’s mission
was to have students from all

This nationwide
event, also known
as the “Day of
Silence,” started
out in 1996.
over the nation standing united
in a “visible silence to create real
change in local schools.”

The Day of Silence at Tech
was mainly to “encourage understanding, create a safe place,
support allies and make it more
comfortable for gay people,” said
Matt Ridley, co-president of
GALA. The other co-president,
Stacie Jaynes, said that “today’s
event was extremely successful—
also, it was also organized in a
little over a week.”
One of the main goals of the
movement was to make students
aware of the diversity around
campus. The hardest part was
“when people asked us questions,
See Silence, page 16

Connect With Tech hosts and student tour guides are asked to give
high school students factual information, such as the school’s current
rankings, options for study, and coop and research opportunities. This
way, prospectives will get an objective view of Tech and what it has to
offer and can make a more informed
decision about whether it is right for
them.
“Obviously, admissions is not going to get us to lie about Tech for
them, but we do need to present the
school in a positive light,” said Sid
Kossowsky, a fourth year chemical
engineering major and former memSee Recruit, page 20

Campus Event Recap

Relay raises over
$50,000 for cancer
By Josh Alexander
Contributing Writer
Students and community members gathered last Friday at SAC field to participate
in the American Cancer Society’s teamoriented fundraiser Relay for Life. During
the twelve hour event, participants raised
money for cancer research and programs
supported by the American Cancer Society (ACS).
This year marked the first time Relay
for Life was hosted by Tech. Over twenty
teams of ten to fifteen members joined in
the relay walk.
Cancer survivors, including severl from
the Tech student body, completed the first
lap around
the field. A
large number Cancer survivors,
of survivors including several
participated
from the Tech
in the event,
including an
student body,
entire team
completed the
comprised of
college-age
first lap around
survivors who
the field.
work as counselors
at
Camp Sunshine, a summer camp in northern Georgia for children with cancer.
During the night, teams participated in
several activities, games, and competitions
including a talent show, karaoke, scavenger hunts, and a limbo contest. Partway
through the evening, a ceremony was held
in honor of those currently fighting cancer
and in memory of those who have lost their
lives battling cancer. Luminaries, donated
in honor or memory of those with cancer,
were lit around the walking track during
the ceremony.
At the close of the event, awards were
given to the teams with the best campsite,
theme, and most spirit, in addition to the
See Relay, page 21
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Call him ‘Retard from the Cube’
“Conformity is the jailer of freedom and
the enemy of growth.”—John F. Kennedy
By Joshua Cuneo
Contributing Columnist
One of the most notable transitions from high school to college was the shift in the attitude
of the student body. I was suddenly surrounded by other academicians—or, more colloquially,
nerds—of math and science, and
I was pleased to discover that we
shared these interests and others
in common.
However, after observing this
offbeat attitude with great fascination, I realized I had to reevaluate my idea of the characteristics
typically exhibited by the young
academic intellectual. Before, I
had used the prototype of a semireclusive bookworm often burdened with personality quirks
reminiscent of the proverbial absentminded professor, but I was
quick to learn that this was just
one end of the spectrum.
I think almost everybody
would agree that the old stereotype nerd is dead—in fact, this
flannelled, briefcase-toting figure with the taped glasses was a
rare sight to begin with and existed mostly in films. But the

“The layman could easily pass
off a students plopped before
[Monty Python] as slackers, but
the films have a subtle wit.”
Joshua Cuneo
Contributing Columnist
students in question have defied
this stereotype beyond my wildest imagination.
For instance, they have a fascination with entertainment
that—at the outset—seems incredibly devoid of any intellect,
such as the Monty Python and Mel
Brooks collections. The layman
could easily pass off a group of
Tech students plopped before one
of these films as worthless slackers, but the films have a subtle wit
and humor that, I believe, they
realize and appreciate. More importantly, it demonstrates that—
again
defying
the
stereotype—Tech’s students have
interests that extend vastly beyond their studies, interests an
ignorant public might otherwise
fail to associate with such people.

“I think gays are like everyone
else but they just have different sexual partners,” said student Lauren
we couldn’t really explain it but told Butler.
“it is a very good idea to help
them to read the flyers,” said Jaynes.
The Day of Silence carried out for show support to the gay, lesbian,
most of the day; at 9:00 p.m. the transgender, and bisexual commumembers were allowed to “break nity, and is a step closer to acceptance of their lifestyles,” said chemical
the silence.”
“Break The Silence” provided engineering major Justin Melvin.
“Whether used to educate classstudents with a open floor to talk
and learn about gay rights. Samiran mates on the damaging effects of
Das expressed his views about the anti-GLBT bias or to demand pasevent: “People should not submit sage of a statewide nondiscriminatory act inclusive
to apathy—
of GLBT peothat’s the message. I thought
“I want to thank those ple, the Day of
Silence Project is
the event was a
who supported our
an awesome opgreat start of
portunity to cremaking people
cause, either by
ate
more
more aware and
wearing the ribbons
inclusive school
what we all go
environments
through.”
or by supporting
and make some
Another stuthose who were
noise.” The Day
dent said “thank
of Silence today
you to everyone
wearing ribbons.”
has molded
who supported
Matt Ridley
“into a national
us by wearing the
GALA Co-president
effort involving
ribbon—it
hundreds of
meant a lot to
groups and
us.”
“people say things they don’t thousands of students in both high
mean but they can be taken as of- schools and colleges around the country,” stated GALA. “Sometimes sifensive,” said another supporter.
“I don’t want to waste your pa- lence is louder than discrimination”
per,” said one passerby to a GALA said Jaynes.
“I want to personally thank those
member handing out flyers, but the
same person later returned to say who supported our cause, either by
that he “already believed and shared wearing the ribbons or by supportin their views and wanted others to ing those who were wearing ribalso be aware.” A lot of other sup- bons. There support does not go
porters or “allies” came to give strong unappreciated,” said Ridley.
encouragement to members and to
GALA meets Monday’s at 8:00
help promote the club’s activities.
Many students in attendance p.m. at the M.O.V.E office. To conexpressed their views about gay rights tact the organization, e-mail
gala@gatech.edu.
as well.

Silence

An Untitled Perspective

And the oddball activities don’t
stop there. I’ve logged many IM
profiles with links to
explodingdog.com and miscellaneous surveys offering to identify
which Muppet, soda, or James
Bond villain is most like you. They
type up away messages in Greek
symbols, develop strangely wonderful online aliases, and dub their
websites with names ranging from
“Thundersphere” to “Retard from
the Cube.” They may even be overheard discussing atomic theory one
minute and tales from last weekend’s party the next.
These sorts of people force me
to stop and question the running
claim that teenagers and young
adults are severely pressured to conSee Cuneo, page 18
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Tech
UpClose
email: focus@technique.gatech.edu
Winner of the Tech Up Close contest
receives a Technique T-shirt and a
coupon for free Papa John’s pizza.

Last week’s Tech Up Close:
Student Center bowling ball return

Last week’s winner:
Michael Handleman
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By Daniel Uhlig/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
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In Rememberance The AIDS Quilt

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Students take a minute to look over squares of the AIDS quilt, which was on display last week in the Student
Center Ballroom. The Student Center also sponsored a guest speaker event for HIV and AIDS awareness.

Cuneo

from page 16

form to predetermined standards, tice has befallen previous civilizaor risk social rejection. I’ve always tions. Despite this threat, establishencouraged breaking from the norm ing one’s own individuality is a trying
to establish your own identity and experience.
practice your own beliefs without
In light of this, nonconformists
hindrance or pressure from others, offer a sense of hope.
and the student
On the one
body has have
hand, if the Tech
done so to the
student body is
I’ve logged many IM
best of its abilia conglomeraprofiles with links to
ty.
tion of the soIt’s especially
i a l l y
miscellaneous surveys cinept—which
comforting beI
offering to identify
cause I am perhighly doubt—
sonally familiar
then they conwhich Muppet, soda,
with the pangs of
firm the adage
or James Bond villain
defying social
that defying soconvention. I live
cial norms is key
is most like you.
by the rule that
to the pursuit of
freedom and inindividual sucdividuality is
cess.
only obtained through nonconforIf, on the other hand, Tech stumity. After all, conformists are those dents are more representative of the
who have sacrificed their autono- teenage/young adult age bracket,
my—the greatest gift we, with our then it’s a comforting thought to
intellect, possess—to become part know that offbeat attitudes will deof a greater body, and such a prac- fine the next generation of rulers.

Sliver Box
.com!
"
"Tran" is so annoying..it's funny that he's clueless we talk
about him so much.
changes? screw you punk!
How can we convince the silver fox to retire?
We need $5 pitcher nights at
Juniors.
Jack B. Nimble, your village
called, their idiot is missing.
it's not that i'm gay, it's just a
big butt
bubbles...big big bubbles
i love the way the CS TA's
type...it's so sexy, how that
scheme code quickly appears
on the screen as they type so
fast; not just the cute ones either, it's all of those sexy folks
does anyone else realize that
this sliver box is soley supported internally and by a certain FE dorm?
i love joel
wanted: one black reef sandal. please contact lonely and
saddened white water rafter.
thanks.
wanted: one sexy CS TA who
has pictures of pretzels up his
nose on his website...rarrrr!!
ED + CH = HBO, baby . . .
fsdfsd
Jimmy crack corn, and I dont
care!
TO: DiffyQ Chick MSG:
Wear the blue top and black
pants!

nique.net/
sliver
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already serving as a teaching ap- tion.
prentice.
Additionally, Healy continued
In 1998, Healy traveled to Ja- his involvement with Taido by bepan to compete in his first world coming a volunteer instructor for
tournament.
the options class at SAC. Andy Fos“The tournament was very in- sett, a third degree black belt, founded
teresting. We practiced six months the class and GT Taido club in
prior for four hours a day, six days a 1996 when he was a Physics major
week sometimes” said Healy.
here.
He competed in five events.
He started teaching his first taido
Among them were Hokei, and Tengi. class when he was seven in 1984.
Hokei is a series of complex martial SAC is one of only two places outarts movements that competitors side of the Norcross School where
perform before judges. The tourna- people can learn Taido; the other
ment also includfacility is in Fort
ed a team hokei
Lauderdale, Florcompetition where
ida.
“When we moved
the group had to
Healy met Fosto Georgia, my
coordinate their
sett when he first
movements.
started training.
father told me that
In the Tengi
Fossett continues
I couldn’t just sit
competition, five
to teach the course
fighters faced off
even after he transaround the
against one fightferred to Georgia
house...I just kinda
er.
State, where he is
Healy ended up
currently a gradustarted it because
competing in five
ate student studyof my father.”
of the events, and
ing linguistics.
medaled in three of
Fossett’s father,
Chris Healy
them.
Buddy Fossett, is
Taido Competitor
After
high
a fourth degree
school, Healy beblack belt who ofgan classes at Georgia Perimeter Col- ten helps with the course.
lege.
In the class, Healy helps teach a
In addition, Healy was able to diverse group of students ranging
earn the ranking of Shu-dan, mean- from freshmen to graduate students.
ing that he has a first-degree black The options class has between ten
belt.
and twenty students in the class on
He transferred to Georgia Tech from a given day.
there to pursue his interest in cars in
The course is taught for a fee of
the fall of 2000.
$30 a semester on Tuesday and
“I wanted to be an ME. I had no Thursday nights.
clue, I just said that’s what I’m doHealy helps teach a variety of
ing,” said Healy.
techniques and skills ranging from
He doesn’t regret missing out kicking, hitting, throwing moves,
on most of Tech’s weed-out classes to self-defense techniques.
that freshmen typically take.
Fossett and Healy only have one
Unfortunately, he did have to motto for their students to follow:
take the dreaded Intro to Comput- “Don’t die. If you die, you will no
ing course.
longer be allowed to practice with
As a mechanical engineering us.”
major, he has gotten involved with
Healy said that he enjoys interthe GT Motorsports club. The club acting with freshmen and finding
builds and races cars for competi- out from them about their experi-

nique.net

We got your “zoomzoom” right here.
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ences at Tech.
He also likes to hear about the
demands and graduate school life
from his students because he is interested in attending grad school
after college.
“I’m trying to learn from them
as well as them teaching me,” said
Healy.
The only drawback has been that
Healy has had to give up his rigorous training practices. He used to
practice four hours a day, but now
he has dramatically cut back recently because of the demands of his
class schedule.
“I love the challenge. It’s very
difficult, but like anywhere if you
want to do well and perform well,
you just have to work at it, as much
with anything, like Taido. It’s how
hard you can push yourself,” said
Healy.

By Ian Clark / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Matt Healy (above) demonstrates an inverted move with instructor Andy
Fossett giving some upright support. Healy has practiced taido since the
age of twelve and has competed in championships around the globe.
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Recruit
ber of the FASET program cabinet.
An equally important element of
the recruitment process, however,
is giving prospectives a taste of student life. It is in this context that
prospective students will get both
the good and bad sides of college
life, but administrators encourage
student hosts and guides to give
accounts of their own personal experiences at Tech.

“I’m sure that some
[Connect With Tech]
hosts say things that
admissions would not
approve [of].”
Lauren Weatherly
CWT Advisory Board

“We ask them to be honest, but
tactful,” said Heller. A host may
talk about how he failed a class his
first semester because he did not
put enough time into his schoolwork, but the story still has value
for a student who is concerned about
the transition from high school academics to college academics.
“It really depends on the host
and what kind of experience he’s
had at Tech,” said Kossowsky, “From
my viewpoint, I’ve done well in my
classes and I’ve had a good time
here, so I’m obviously going to have
a positive story to tell,” said Kossowsky.
It also depends on the way you
talk to the students,” he added.

FOCUS

dents get so much factual information,” said Heller.
Weatherly believes that a good
balance between factual information and student viewpoints is the
best account a prospective student
can receive. “I think that a certain
level of candidness is necessary in
order for the recruits to feel like
they are interacting with genuine
Tech students. Therefore, some
things are bound to be said that
admissions probably would not say,”
she said.
Although programs like Connect
With Tech are successful in attracting students, they are selective in
their recruitment, bringing in mainly

top students who are most likely
capable of succeeding at Tech. This
year, the Atlanta Outreach Consor“There’s a difference between saytium is sponsoring a program at
ing you failed your classes first seTech called “A Day in the Life.”
mester because you partied too much
The Atlanta Outreach Consorand simply saying that Tech killed
tium is made up of Georgia Tech,
you your first semester and that it
Emory, Georgia State, and Clark
happens to everyone.”
Atlanta, and its primary goal is to
Lauren Weatherly, a second year
improve the quality of life in urban
management major, is on the Conareas. A Day in the Life has been
nect With Tech advisory board for
held at Georgia State in years past,
next year, and she has confidence in
but this is the first year that Tech
the rest of the student hosts regardand Emory are hosting the event.
ing this issue. “I believe that…most
Scheduled for Friday, April 19,
of the hosts automatically slip into
this project would have a group of
a mature role when interacting with
25 to 50 tenth grade students from
recruits. However, I’m sure that some
Grady and Southside High schools
hosts say things
shadow Tech
that admissions
students from
would not aparound 8:00
prove [of], but
a.m. to 1:30
with hundreds of
p.m. in the afTech students
ternoon. The
helping our
Tech students
school in this cawill take their
pacity, it’s mposmentees to a
sible to have one
class, a lab, and
hundred percent
a meeting. Also
political correctgoing on that
ness,”
said
day are Earth
Weatherly.
Day events and
Does admisPreview Georsions account for
gia Tech, an
these circumevent organized
stances?
by the admis“I’m sure that
sions office.
students will give
“What makes
negative views of
this project difTech every now
ferent from proand then, but it
grams
like
has never been a
Connect With
serious concern
Tech is that it
By Charles Frey / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
that we have had
targets students
to address, main- A worker in the admissions office sorts through application materials. from a different
ly because the Tech’s several recruitment programs invite prospective applicants to background,
high school stu- spend time on campus and interact with students before matriculation.
students who
from page 15

may not even be planning on going
to college at this point,” said INTA
sophomore Kunjal Shah, who works
at the Atlanta Outreach Consortium and is helping organize A Day
in the Life.
All four universities in the Consortium are holding the event this
year, targeting urban schools in Fulton and Dekalb counties.
The intent of the program is to
show students at an early age that

“I’m sure that students
will give negative
views of Tech every
now and then, but it
has never been a
serious concern.”
Carol Heller
Connect With Tech Director

college is an option, especially students who may not think that they
are capable or able to pursue higher
education.
“Although these may not necessarily be the students Tech accepts
in the future, they will at least get a
taste of what college life is like. It’s
hard because some of them will be
going to classes like differential equations or organic chemistry, but we
want to show them what options
exist, especially since Grady and
Southside are so close to Tech’s campus,” said Shah.
The Day in the Life is accepting
volunteers for April 19. Send e-mail
to dayinlife_gatech@yahoo.com.

FOCUS

Investing

from page 15

When asked what he plans to do
Those who start their Roth IRAs
before April 15 can contribute $2,000 with the money, Dickerson says,
for the previous year as well as the “I’m going to use it for my retirefull $3,000 for the present year, al- ment.” He adds, “Although I’ve been
though time to contribute for this trying to forget about it—so I’m
not tempted to take any money out
year has almost run out.
Jevon Dickerson is an industrial now!”
So if Roth IRAs are such a good
engineering major who recently put
together a tax and financial advice thing, why aren’t more people investing in one? Unlike Jevon Dickseminar.
erson
and
“It was for the
Michael Dorshbenefit of all stuer, for the madents,” he said.
jority of students
“We had a rep“We had a
interviewed,
resentative from
representative from
starting a Roth
H&R Block
H&R Block come and
was just not a
come and talk to
Preocus. She gave us
talk to us. She gave us priority.
cupied with colso much inforso much information
lege,
most
mation about
students haven’t
Roths and how
about Roths and how
had the time to
they’re better
they’re better than a
think about
than a regular
their financial
IRA.”
regular IRA.”
future.
Roth IRA
“I guess I’ve
holders can also
Jevon Dickerson
just
never
withdraw contriIndustrial Engineering Major
thought about
butions and
it,” said Youearnings after five
years without penalty in special cas- fang Yiu, an industrial engineering
es, as long as the withdrawal is for a junior. “If I had money to invest,
purpose such as purchasing a first maybe…”
Kelli Webb, a freshman manhome or paying for medical expenses;
however, investors still have to pay agement major, echoes his sentiment. “Well, if I had money, I’d
income tax.
“Roth IRAs are cool!” Dicker- invest; I think it’s very important,”
son says, laughing. “No, really, they’re said Webb.
For some students, it’s just a
good things to have... sort of like a
matter of time.
safeguard.
“I’m not doing any investing right
“I got into it because one of my
friends has a Roth IRA, and I want- now, but I definitely want to a little
ed to learn more about it. I opened later on,” said electrical engineermine three months ago. It’s really ing major Jeremy Miller.
“Yeah, I’ve heard of [Roth IRAs].
awesome, and you’re not required
to put in a lot of money per period. According to my physics teacher
H&R Block probably has the best from high school, they’re very imRoth account right now—they only portant, and he told everyone in the
charge you $35 to open it, and $300 class that they should start one as
is the minimum amount you have soon as possible,” said Miller.
So, is there any reason why he
put in per period.”
Most major investment firms and hasn’t jumped into the world of
banks offer Roth IRAs, including investing yet?
“Well,” Miller said with a grin,
those most popular among Tech
students such as Wachovia, Bank of “I invested in one stock about three
or four years ago—which shall reAmerica, and First Union.
Therefore, students can start an main nameless for the time being—
IRA at the same bank where they and I didn’t do so great. So that was
hold checking and savings accounts, kind of discouraging.
“I guess I wasn’t the hot-shot
creating greater convenience and
possibly avoiding some banking fees. trader I thought I was at fourteen.”
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DramaTech Pirates of Penzance

By Rob Hill / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Actors from DramaTech perform Pirates of Penzance, running through tomorrow night. The musical
comedy about a boy who is indentured to a band of pirates and falls in love with a Major General’s
daughter (much to the pirates’ chagrin) features two of Sirs William Gilbert & Arthur Sullivan's most famous
melodies, including "I Am A Pirate King" and "(I Am The Very Model Of) A Modern Major General."

Relay

By Charles Frey / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

A team of students snuggles under sleeping bags to keep warm during
Friday night’s event. Tech’s Relay raised $54,000 for cancer research.

from page 15

awards given to the team raising the
most money. Some of the themes
included a spacemen theme, a Wild
West campsite, lumberjacks “cutting cancer down to size” and a “Survivor” T.V. show theme for the
all-survivor team.
Individual teams also had onsite fundraisers for the ACS, such as
a silent date auction, a candy and
sweets sale, and a massage therapist
to rub tired shoulders.
The teams together raised over
$54,000 dollars for the American
Cancer Society to aid in cancer research.
The American Cancer Society
representatives hoped that due to
the success of this year’s Relay for
Life, a Tech sponsored Relay for
Life will become an annual event.
The event was sponsored in part by
M.O.V.E., Tech’s volunteer organization.

